PART ONE

Climate as a World
Influence
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Climatic Change
Through the Ages
By RICHARD JOEL RUSSELL ^
ri' WILL be ncAvs to many people thai man, during his geologically brief existence on earth, has never kno^vn a ^^normal"
climate. We are now at the tail end of an ice age and living in
a period of crustal and climatic violence as great as any the
earth has known. This is why we have to think so much about
the weather. Such periods of revolution have occurred briefly
several times in the history of the earth. Between them have
been the far longer periods of crustal peace and a genial climatic
uniformity—the ^^normal" times of the geologist. Here is the
s lory.
Í Richard Joel Russell, Vrofcssor oí I'hyyical Gcograptiy, Louisiana State University, is a Collaborator,
Soil Conservatioii Service.
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To THE AVERAGE MAN, "as old as the hills" has lono^ been a syuonvrn
for antiquity. Climate, on the other hand, is commonly rci^arded as
changeable and unstable, and it is widely suspected of possessing cychc
tendencies. Both of these beliefs are reversed by scientific researcli.
Hills are only incidental features of the landscape, incapable of defense ag-ainst long-continued ravages of erosion. The history of the
earth is conclusive, however, in demonstrating climatic uniformity.
Climate varies, but the actual amplitude of change between the coldest and the warmest geological periods is surprisingly small
During most of geologic time the climate at any particular place on
the surface of the earth has been milder than that experienced today.
The contrasts between summer and winter have been less pronounced.
Fewer storms have occurred. The precipitation has been somewhat
lighter, and less of it fell as snow or hail. During these genial times
there was less contrast between the climates of differing latitudes
than is experienced today and less also between oceanic coasts and
continental interiors. Such were the conditions during several
periods which are thought to have be(^n many tens of millions of
years in length and which constitute almost all of the geologic time
scale. These periods are recognized by geologists as ''normar' times
from the climatic standpoint. They have been separated by shorter
intervals of geologic and climatic upset, or ^'glaciar' periods. Man
is experiencing one of the latter now and has been throughout the
geologically short interval that includes the whole of his struggle for
domination of the earth.
The object of this article is to place climatology in its geological
perspective and to examine various evidences of climatic change.
Starting with information contained in rocks, the article outluies the
history of climates for the enormous period of time that ended with
the introduction of instrumental observation.
CLTMATIC CHANGES OVER LONG PERIODS
OF TIME
HTSTORK^ VS. GEOí.OGíC CHAINGES—A COMPARISOIV

OF

TIME SCALES

Geologists are historiaTis whose archives are the earth's surface
and w^hose manuscripts are rocks. By custom the historian of mankind limits himself to written documents and leaves to the archeologist the whole ''prehistoric'' period, an interval many times longer
than that of written history and also one far more significant in terms
of racial development. By a similar custom the geologist relinquishes
to the astronomer, physicist, or other interested scientist the major
questions concerning the actual origin of the earth and its evolution
down to the time represented by the oldest rocks on its surface. The
geologist's story begins there.
The essential techniques of geology are simple. Age sequence is
determined chiefly through the line of reasoning that overlying rocks
are younger than those which support them. Layers of rock overli(^
one another like so many blankets in a pile. Each layer has been
formed by processes that can be observed at present. Some are
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sheets of lava that have come out of volcanoes. Others are layers of
alluvLum deposited by flooded streams, layers of sand accumulated on
old beaches, or beds of ancient seas or lakes. In an5^ case the uppermost layer is the youngest, just as the topmost blanket was the last
to be placed on the pile.
There are complications, of course. Not all layers have the same
horizontal extent. In some parts of the earth the rocks have been
broken, folded, or subjected to other changes which blur the record.
Running water, expansion of ice during freezing, chemical decay,
and many other agencies of weathering and erosion have removed
vast quantities of rock, so that the geologist often finds his manuscript
in a very crumpled and fragmentary condition. Patient research
lias by no means resulted in a completely deciphered record, but it
has advanced knowledge to a point where the main outlines of geologic history have been firmly established.
Preserved in some rocks are the fossil remains of sucii living things
as were occupying the earth while the rocks were formed. The study
of fossils is a special branch of geology—paleontology. This science
is subdivided into paleozoology and paleobotany, for rocks contain
both animal and plant remains. The age sequence established by
stratigraphie geological methods—the study of layers of rock—
indicates progressive changes in both plant and animal life during
earth history.
The oldest rocks show absolutely no trace of life. This condition
existed for about half of geologic time. The oldest known fossils
are the remains of annuals that lived in water. It was only later
that amphibians, insects, scorpions, worms, and various other animals
managed to inhabit the surface of the land. Still later came the
reptiles, birds, and mammals. A similar history is exhibited by
fossil plants. The earliest were blue-green algae, water dwellers.
Land plants appeared mucli later, and the first types were structurally simple. The development of seeds came very late in earth
history, as did the first grazing mammals.
If geologic history is thought of in terms of a set of books, individual
volumes are called eras, chapters are periods, sections of chapters are
epochs, and paragraphs are stages. These terms refer to time.
Various other names are given to the rocks formed during such
intervals, but these need not concoTn us here, except that the rocks
formed during a stage are called a formation. Each formation
consists of a great number of individual layers, called beds, sheets,
lentils, strata, laminae, etc. Formations are designated by geographical names referring to the place where they were first described.
Ijarger subdivisions have been given geographical names in some
cases and descriptive names in others. Jurassic, for example, refers
to the Jura Plateau of Switzerland, whereas Cretaceous refers to the
chalk content typical of certain rocks in England, Texas, and elsewhere.
Though various methods are used for tabulating geologic time, and
customs differ iti difl*erent countries, the simplified scale shown in
figure I is typi(*al of modern practice.
2087;í7"—41
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1.—A geological time scale. The begiiniiiig oí ibe Arohean era at the top of
the scale is believed by many geologists to have been a billion and a half years ago.
The percentage column represents middle-of-the-road opinion concerning the duration
of epochs, periods, and eras. In the last cokimn, the duration of geological revolutions
is indicated roughly by the height of the black sections, and their intensity by the width
of I he sections.
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If the entire period from the beginning of the Archean until toda\^
were considered to be equivalent to 1 year, the various divisions wouW
he si)aced on the cak^Jidar like this:
Archean.._
... _.. January 1-April 27.
Algonkian
April 28-August 22.
Paleozoic:
Cambrian
August 23-September 17.
Ordoviciau
September l8-October 2.
Silurian
October 3-Octobcr 9.
Devonian
October 10-October 20.
MiKSsissippian
October 21-October 27.
Pennsylvanian
. _ October 28-Novcmber 7.
Permian
_.. November 8-November 18.
Mesozoic:
Triassic
. November 19-November 25.
Jurassic- _
. . _ November 26-December 2.
Lower Cretaceous
. December 3-Docember 6.
Upper Cretaceous
.. December 7-December 17.
Cenozoic:
Tertiary...
Deceuiber 18-December 31, 6 p. m.
Quaternary
.
December 31, 6-12 p. m,
[.Historic time begius al)oijt 1 .minute, 12 seconds before
m.id.QÍght December 31]

It is beUeved that som(> billioti and a half years are represented by
this time scale, evidence being furnished chiefly through the effects
of disintegration of radioactive minei-als in rocks. Just how much
''cosmic time" elapsed prior to the formation of the oldest rock is
unknown to geologists.
From the chmatic standpoint it is interesting to know that the
oldest rocks, the Coutchichifig scjies of Kainy í^ake, in western Ontario, include (;onglom.erates (old gravels) which w^ere deposited by
running water under physical (conditions not greatly different from
those of today. The geologic time scale does not extend back to a
thne when the earth was molten, or even to a time when the crust
had any significantly higher temperature than at present.
The details of geologic history grow dimmer with age and thus
resemble the history of man. The historian knows as little about the
details of stone or bronze age history as does the geologist about the
details of the Archean and Algonkian eras. Aruvient history is known
from a small but very significant group of documents, something like
the geologist's knowledge of the early Paleozoic. Vastly more detail
is inailable for the study of medieval history, as for the Mcsozoic,
and an o verweh elming amount of fact requires that the student of
modern history, or of the Cenozoic, become a specialist in some small
portion of the field.
REî^O^SïRUCTTON OF GEOLOGIC CLIMATES

That ^'the present is the key to the past" is one of the fundamental
working hypotheses of the geologist. Departures from this rule must
be applied with caution; yet the evidence shows that many must be
made. Many geologists believe that continents have occupied rather
fixed positions throughout geologic time, but there are some who
adduce evidence to show that continental drifting has shifted their
relative positions. All geologists agree that vast areas have been
upheaved into mountains or plateaus only to have been worn down
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again. Geologists also agree that seas bave expanded at various times
so that 110 part of any continent has escaped flooding at one thiie or
another during geologic history. Thus, at best, the details of the
present are only roughly those of the past.
Both physical and biological evid(nice leads to the conclusion that
the present is in many ways a poo]' guide for the reconstruction of
climates of eaTliej* geologic periods. Yet it is from evidcTice of today's
earth that we nuist obtain the cliniatological knowledge to l)ack such
a conclusion. We must reconstruct the climates of the past on the
basis of such correlations as now^ exist betw^een soils, plant and animal
life, erosional conditions, and their climatic scittings. A sound paleoclimatology, tlie science of ancient clnnates, can be established only
by pei'sons well grounded in such fields as meteorology, climatology,
ecology, and geography of the present who also possess a substantial
background of geologic information.
On the biological side we jnust accept the general hypothesis tluit
today's restrictions in the distribution of plants and animals ai-e
guides to climates of the past. It is reasonable to believe, for exajuple,
that (iold-blooded reptiles, today sharply restri(ited in geogra])hic
range by their physical inabihty to stand long periods of freezing or
prolonged exposure to inti^nse heat, must have been similar^ handicapped in the past, if the skeletal remains of reptiles are found in
the rocks of such places as the Antarc^tic Continent, where i-eptilian
life is now^ impossible, one naturally concludes that temperatui'es
there were more genial w^hile the animals were living. But one must
always use caution in drawing such conclusions. The mannnoth
i)ones of Alaska and Sibeiia might be interpreted as suggesting tropical
conditions tliere at some time, but we know that thesc^ animals,
unlike their naked close relatives of Africa and India, the elephants,
w(>re covered w^ith a thick coat of wool and thus were able to penetrate
into a truly cold climate.
Plant d'lstribution is particularly useful as a guide to existing
climatic boundaries and assists greatly íTI reconstructing climates of
the past {17)} It is very unlikely that these simple organisms had
means of adjusting themselves to rapid climatic? change. It is true
that individual types, such as the tough-skinned succulent cactus of
the desert, the flaring-based bald cypress of the Gulf-coast swamps,
and the dw^arfed, small-leaved chaparral of the southern California
hills, are remafkably adapted to their (environments. Such adaptatioTis nuist have been made slowly. In the face of rapid climatic
change most plants must either migrate or perish. Temperature and
moisture conditions limit many species sharply, and it is reasonable
to b(îliev(i that this has iihvays been the case. The presence in comparatively .young silts in Em-ope of fossils of certain mosses now hviiig
only in subpolar regions and of such northern species as white spruce,
larch, and w^hite cedar in some of the younger deposits of southei'n
Louisiana is valid evidence that colder climates were experienced in
th.os(^ places not long ago.
From the str'i(^.tJy uioT'ganic standpoint the palcoclimatologist must
recognize such facts as the restriction to beach or descj't. (>nvÍT-onments
of piïcidinr rocks, called ventifacts. w-hich have been polished by
2 Italic; nuriibers in parentlioses refer to Literature Cited, p. 95.
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sandblast. If found widespread in the rooks of a certain formation,
V entifacts constitute good evidence of aridity in tlie past. Glaciers
scratch and polish rocks in a characteristic manner and also have the
iHviqiie distinction of transporting material of any size. Their
deposits—moraines—ordinarily consist of jnmbled masses of rock
particles which may rangi^ in size from fine clay to large boulders, a
fact which makes ancient moraines (>asily recognizable. By analogy
with the drying enclosed lake basins of Utah, Nevada, and parts of
South iVmerica, Africa, and Asia, the geologist recognizes salt deposits
in beds of earlier ages as indicative of arid climates. Heavily oxidized soil remnants from warm, humid regions, certain types of peat
from cold-temperate or subpolar regions, coral reefs from warm, clear
seas, and many other lines of evidenc(* are regarded as reliable guides
to tiie climates of the past.
The evidence of the geologist or paleontologist must always be
weighed against the background of meteorological probability.
A rotating earth with its axis inclined about 23.5° toward the plaiie
of the (H'liptic, heated most effectively in its equatorial region, with
an atmosphere such as ours, has the major features of its atmospheric
circulation pr(>tty well stamped out for it. The equivalent of our*
easterly trade wiïids, comparatively stagnant })olar (;aps, and zones of
cycloîiic disturbance are bouiul to b(^ set up as the result of diil'er'ences
in tempivrature, or more accurately temperature gradients (a temperature gradient is the rate of change in temperature between one
point and another), and rotation. Climates must be cooler toward
the Poles. The interiors of contuients will naturally exhibit greater
seasonal ranges in temperature than coastal locations. Since the
amount of atmosphere appears to have been quite constant during
geologic time, higher pressures in one region must have been balanced
by lower pressures elsewhere, since the sum total of all pressures is
a constant —the weight of the atmosphere. If continents were larger
during some periods of earth history than during others and their
central parts during those times therefore sufTered greater seasonal
temperature contrasts, l)arometric gradients (a barometric gradient
is the rate of change in atmospheric pressure l>etween one point and
another) must have st(>epened appreciably^, so that average wind
velocity also increased and storminess became a more general condition. Considerations such as these are as necessary in paleoclimatology as are observations concerning plant and animal life.
THE CHANGING SURFACE OF THE EARTH IN RELATION

TO

THE CLIMATIC PATTERN

The ancient Greeks developed a simple climatology based on
geographic areas, a portion of which we inherit and commonly use in
dividing the earth into Tropical, Temperate, and Frigid Zones.
Modern areal climatology adds many refinements to this old latitudinal system. Temperature belts are now bounded by isotherms—
lines of equal temperature. Many precipitation characteristics are
r-ecognized, such as total amount, rate of fall, kind (rain, snow, hail),
season of fall, etc. Other climatic elements, such as fog, overcast
skies, and various types of storms, assist the modern climatologist to
recognize climatic types. Köfjpen, Tlerbertson, Thornthwaite, and
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others have made maps showing the areal distribution of dim at-es
differentiated iipoii such criteria.
All systems of modern areal climatology arrive at very similar
conchisions. Wanner climates lie toward the Equator; raininess is
concentrated along the. Equator, windward coasts, and mountain
flanks; continental interiors are dry in higher latitudes, etc. Such
broad generahzations naturally result in a similarity between the
general pattern of one map and that of another. There is a general
symmetry with respect to the Equator, less symmetry between opposite sides of a continent. The land masses of the Old World have
climates closely resembling those of the New. Discrepancies are
caused by topography and extent of land. They result in contrasts
in shape and extent rather than in relative position.
The great arid belt of the northern lands of the Old World extends
from the west coast of Africa to the Desert of Gobi, in Mongoha.
The equivalent dry region in North America extends from the coast
of Lower California to the lowlands of Montana. The west coast
north of each of these dry belts is characterized by a climate of wet
winters and dry summers. The widespread development of this
^'Mediterranean climate'' in the Old World in comparison with its
restriction to only a part of Califorida in North America results from
the differing trends of mountain systems, parallel to the coast in the
New World and at right angles to it in the Old.
It is not the purpose here to develop the distribution of modern
climates but only to emphasize the idea of a climatic pattern, well
exemplified in the distribution of types as classified by Thornthwaite
or other modern climatologists. This pattern varies from continent
to continent in accordances with such facts of ph^^sical geography as
the size and extent of land masses; the number, trends, and heights of
mountain ranges and plateaus; and trends of coast lines. There is
not land enough in appropriate latitudes in the Southern Hemisphei'c
for the development of extensive areas of cool-temperate climate of the
northwestern European type; but if there were, it w^ould be found
along west coasts on the poleward side of places receiving their maximum precipitation in winter.
It is reasonable to suppose that ancient climates followed substantially today's patterns. The geologic record confirms this belief,
but it also indicates many wide departures from today's proportional
distribution of types. The present is a good key to the past with
regard to the establishment of climatic patterns, but it gives a distorted notion as to the relative extent of each climatic type during
the greater part of geologic time.
The late Cenozoic era, including the Recent epoch, is in many respects
geologically abnormal. There are more and higher mountains now
than have existed during most of the earth's history. Continents are
larger. There are more volcanoes and earthquakes. We are living
in the midst of what geologists call a revolution, a time of acute
cru s tal im rest.
Revolutions are by no means new in earth history. There have been
at least four great revolutions during geologic time and several other
fairly important times of crustal unrest. These periods are indicated
in figure 1, on page 70. The duration has in each case been
short in comparison with the long periods of quiet between révolu-
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bions. Most of geologic time has been marked by stability of the
crust. Seas have been more extensive than they are today. The
continents, smaller in size, have had few mountains or extensive
plateaus. Streams have carried less sediment. Onl}" at a few places
in the geologic column are records found of intense folding of the
crust, faulting, volcanic activity over extensive areas, and other signs
of igneous activity. Dmving such times there were extensive deserts,
glaciation, and rapidly flowing streams capable of layhig down
coarse deposits of gravel and sand.
Generally speaking, the geologist has attempted to mark the ends
of eras by the appearance of major revolutions and the ends of periods
b}^ minor, yet significant, signs of crustal unrest.
GEOLOGIC CLIMATES

There are two broad types of climatic pattern indicated by the
geologic record, the normal and the glacial.
The characteristic of glacial climates is the existence of frozen seas
during the summer in polar regions. vSuch is the case today. The
absence of polar ice is the characteristc of normal times from the
geologic standpoint. The difference between glacial and normal
climates is sharply defined, and transitions from one to the other
occupied inconsequential intervals of time. It is probable that less
than 1 percent of geologic time—about 3 days out of the year on our
previous scale—has experienced glacial climatic patterns.
Normal geologic periods were times of quiet between revolutions
during which normal climates prevailed. Rocks deposited at such
times indicate a minimum of relief—unevenness in height—and few
signs of crustal unrest. The paléontologie record is one of widespread
ranges in both plant and animal distribution. The early Cenozoic
was such a time. Plants closely allied to some of our warm-climate
typi^s were nourishing in places sucli as Greerdand, Spitzbergen, and
other lands in high latitudes where their growth is impossible today.
Even more strikingly uniform were the temperatures in all latitudes
during most of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic eras.
For a planet to have an experience characterized by alternations
between normal and glacial climatic patterns its siaiace must be
covered by extensive oceans and the temperature of its polar regions
must remain not far from th(^ freezing temperature of water. Only
the earth among the planets falls within the slight range in these
essential requirements. The sharp contrast between glacial and normal climates is a reflection of the sharp discontinuity between liquid
water and solid ice. Water is penetrated for a considerable distance
by solar radiation and thus slowly becomes warmer. Ocean ciirrent-s
and convection spread tem])erature effects widely. The marine influences in climate are well known, the most significant effect being
the tendency toward uniformity of temperature. Ice is fixed in
position and in many ways resembles land surface from the climatic
standpoint. The effect of an open arctic ocean is that of adding area
to marine climatic influences, but a polar ice cap has a different
climatic efl-ect similar to an addition of continental area, which makes
for comparatively rapid and violent changes in temperature. The
balance is so delicate in terrestrial climatic patterns that a swing
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from one condition lo the other—a polar ice cap or no polar ice cap—
means the change from normal to glacial climates for the whole
of the earth^s surface.
Brooks (4) has shown that a surprisingly small variation in temperature causes a change from open to ice-capped polar seas. As long as
winter temperatm*es remain above 28° F., the approximate freezing
point of ocean water, the polar seas remain open. At slightly lowx^r
t(^mperatures, the ice frozen during the winter melts again in the
following summer, and the seas remain eñectively open. But if the
winter temperature falls about 6° F. lower than the freezing point of
ocean water, an ice cap will form. Its growth will be slow at first,
but summer melting will not quite offset the effect of winter freezing.
After its radius has reached about 600 miles, the growth of the ice
cap becomes rapid because the ice itself has a cooling effect on surrounding areas and the rate of summer melting is thus reduced.
Growth continues imtil the ice extends so far from the polar areas
that its margins encounter temperatures sufficiently high to stop
further extension. Glacial climates have their optimum development
at such times. Rising temperatures cause retreat of the ice and the
modification of climatic patterns. The cooling effect of the ice cap is
so great that retreat is slow until the ice has diminished in area to its
critical point—a radius of about 600 miles—after w^hich the ice disappears very rapidly. For a complete explanation of the theoiy
behind these conclusions the reader is again referred to Brooks Çi)j
Climate Through the Ages.
Polar ice now lowers the temperatures in Canada and the United
States many degrees. It profoundly affects ocean temperatures,
especially at great depths. There is a sort of vicious circle in ice-cap
and temperature relationships. Brooks (4) calculates that lowering
of polar temperatures 5° F. under the freezing point ultimately results
in a drop of 50° F. in polar winter temperatures. The initial drop
causes the growth of the polar ice cap; the cooling eft'ect of the ice
itself is responsible for* the remainder of the drop. A rise of 2° F. in
th(i temperature of the earth now would be sufficient to clear polar
seas of all ice. W(i are thus in a world where the balance is extremely
delicíate between, normal and glacial climates.
During most of geologic time mountains were low, seas widespread, and normal climates prevalent. Extremely low winter temperatures were unknown, even in the central parts of continents in
high latitudes. Distinctions between tropical and polar regions
were less evident than at present, the cooling toward higher latitude's
being gradual over both oceans and continents. Climatic zones
of animal and plant life existed, but the contrasts between zones were
not great. Polar air covered the highest latitudes, but its outrushes
toward the Equator were less sharp than those today, and the temperatures carried by its winds were by no means so low because the
polar air mass was much more restricted in extent and developed over
regions neither ice-covered nor near an}^ polar ice cap. All temperature boundaries were shifted poleward, so that subpolar lands experienced conditions about like those of today's Temperate Zones and
middle latitudes were subtropical. At the same timii, the Tropics
themselves were probably only slightly warmer than at present.
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Gentle meridional (north-and-soulh) temperature gradients during
normal geologic times were accompanied by less intensified pressure
belts. The physical contrast between air masses to the north and
those to the south produced a belt of cyclonic disturbance and lower
pressures at about 60° of latitude. This zone of storminess was
located some distance poleward from its present position, and the
intensities in cyclonic disturbance were far less than are now experienced. Middle latitudes had rather monotonous weather, with
few invasions of sharp fronts between ait* masses causing abrupt
weather changes. Farther toward the Equator conditions varied
little from those today. Poleward temperature gradients and rotation set up systems of high pressures just outside the Tropics, trade
winds, and a doldrum belt of calms, but all these had somewhat less
intensity than the same phenomena have now.
Precipitation w^as less during normal times. Fewer and lowcu'
mountains meant the absence of much precipitation caused by the
ascent of air upslope. Less sharply defined fronts between air masses
meant less precipitation of cyclonic origin. Higher temperatures and
extended ocean surfaces undoubtedly resulted in atmospheric humidity in excess of that of today, but the absence or toning down of
immediate causes of preci {citation left lands drier on an average than
they are toda}^
The question of desert climates during normal times is still unsettled. It seems probable that rather mild deserts existed in continental
interiors and that intense aridity was restricted to times of revolution.
Smaller continents, subdued relief, and a humid atmosphere were not
favorable factors for the development of deserts as they exist toda}^.
In reconstructing the area! climatology of normal geologic periods
today^s climatic pattern may be used as a guide, but it must be modified to harmonize with the physical geography concerned.
The land areas on somewhat more than half of the earth had a
climate much like that of tropical lowlands today. Had higher plants
existed, the landscape would have been broad savaiuia grassland
rather than tropical rain forest, because of prevailingly low relief.
Zones toward the Poles were feebl.y expressed in landscapes until some
such latitude as 60° was reached, where the climate resembled that
of the savannas of northern Texas today. Still farther poleward th(^
zones became more pronounced, but even around the open waters of
the Arctic Ocean whiters were not particularly cold. Rainfall diminished graduall}^ from Equator to Pole and somewhat more sharply
toward continental interiors in high latitudes.
Occasional storms reached the Tropics, but the main belt of storminess was centered well toward the Poles, and all latitudes experienced
less frequent and less severe weather changes than today. Snow occurred only in higher latitudes, and bodies of glacial ice were extremely
rare.
The oceans of normal times Wí^VQ much warmer than those of today.
In the absence of polar ice, from which cold water, heavy because of its
temperature, now creeps to abysmal depths and accumulates, it is
probable that bottom temperatures were considerably higher.
The distribution of both plant and animal fossils bears out these
generalizations. Many authors have concluded that temperature
zones of plants and animals became effective only as recently as
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Pliocene times, but this is an exaggeration (3). Zonation has always
existed in a mild form dnring normal times and has always become
more pronounced at times of revolution and glacial climatic patterns.
Today's climatic pattern may be regarded as typical of times of
revolution. Its distinctive features are glaciation, sharp (Jivision into
zones according to latitude, and the development of deserts.
It is possible that geologists exaggerate the extent of desert climate
in past periods. Many cautions must be observed in interpreting the
evidence. Extensive deposits of salts occur in various parts of the
geologic column and may be considered as rather good indicators of
aridity. The meaning of coarse fragments—detrital materials—is
less certain. It is true today that enclosed arid basins accumulates
saTid, gravel, and coarse detritus in great quantities, but it must be
pointecl out that erosional conditions were quite different prior to
the establishment of today's vegetational types, in the late Mesozoic.
Rocks unprotected by modern vegetation and soil, even in humid
climates, would have eroded in much the same way as they do in
desert basins today. Many geologists attach great importance to
red beds—red sands and shales—as iîulicators of aridity, but this idea
rests upon very uncertain interpretations. The oxidized iron content
of such deposits suggests a surface condition more closely allied to
tropical savanna than to desert in today's landscapes. The amphibia,
reptiles, and plants contained íTI lignite in the red beds of west Texas
suggest life in at least a fairly well watered country.
There is a theory popular among geologists that aridity caused many
eventful adaptations in life, but little proof supports it. The first
land dwellers appear in the middle of the Paleozoic and include scorpions, amphibia, and several other animal types. Many geologists
believe that such animals were forced out of pools in arid regions. It
is more reasonable to suppose that the change took place in an environment of seasonal flooding and drying, such as now exists along the
sides of many streams in humid climates (24)- The first land plants
appeared at about the same time. They may have been scattered
about by the animals or may have emerged as the result of seasonal
recession of water levels and stranding. To suppose that the animals
appeared because plants had paved the way implies that such creatures
as the fringed ganoid ^ had information concerning the availability of
food on adjacent land, which is not reasonable. As a matter of fact,
all of the earliest animals on land were carnivorous and returned to
water for feeding and egg laying. The close dependence upon nearby
waters was something that animals gave up slowly. It is quite
certain that the earliest land animal lived during Silurian times, but
it seems likely that the first definitely land plant occurred in the
following period, the Devonian (26).
THE ICE AGES

According to the old idea that the earth's crust gradually formed
on a molten mass, it was reasonable to suppose that the Pleistocene
ice age was evidence of a refrigeration the progress of which would
bring fatal temperatures to all life in the not too distant future.
^ The fringed gaooid was a primitive fish, closely related to the garfish of the southern United States,
which developed its fins into four legs and is believed to be ancestral to all amphibia, reptiles, and maminals.
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Polar ice caps appeared to be evil omens of conditions destined to
become more and more widespread, eventually taking over the whole
of the earth. The discovery of evidences of glaciation in rocks much
older than the Quaternary, even m some formed well toward the start
of geologic time, might well have come as agreeable, even joyful,
news to a public deepl}^ concerned over such possibilities as the
freezing out of the human race. Even more comforting might have
been the discovery that at least four major glaciations have occurred,
iit intervals of about 250 million years, plus several minor glaciations,
each cold spell being comparatively short and representing only a
slight interruption in the long-continued geniality of normal climatic
conditions.
There is a distinct relationship between crustal unrest and glaciation. Associated with rocks containing evidences of continental ice
are records of folding, faulting, and volcanic activity, all of which
are rarities during normal times. Normal times have had little to
do with shaping the destinies of physical or biologic history. Both
[:)lant and animal life suffered abrupt and extensive change during
each revolution.
The greatest break in the continuity of biologic and physical history
occurred at the close of the Paleozoic and is called the Hercynian
revohition by geologists. A great range of moinitains was formed in
western Europe whose roots may now be observed in Wales and in a
broad belt extending across northern France, Germany, and Bohemia
and far into central Asia. A slightly later phase of unrest in North
America, called the Appalachian rc\olution, affected all parts of the
continent.
Somewhat less intense was a mid-Paleozoic revolution, the Caledonian, which resulted in a moimtain range extending northwestward
from Europe to Greenland. Its North American phase, the Acadian
revolution, formed mountains in New England and westward.
The end of the Mesozoic witnessed the Cordilleran revolution—the
Andean of South America—which resulted in mountains along nearly
all borders of the Pacific Ocean.
The world today is witnessing a revolution probably as intensive as
iiwj of those of the past. The highest ranges on eartli are its topographic results. In Europe it is called the Alpine revolution, but the
greater significance of the Himalaya Ranges has caused many geologists to adopt the name Himalayan revolution. Continental relief
is probably as great now as at the time of any earlier revolution, arui
continental areas are probably at maximum extent.
Volcanic activity has alw^ays accompanied revolutions. During
the Caledonian revolution much igneous rock found its way to the
surface in the northeastern part of the United States and eastern
Canada. The mountain from which Montreal takes its name was
one of a chain of volcanoes which extended across southern Quebec.
Other volcanoes were active in Arkansas, Oklahoma, and elsewhere.
The Hercynian revolution has been considered the greatest of all
volcanic periods {2). The Cordilleran revolution brought volcanic
activity to many parts of the earth. The most widespread of all
existing lava masses, the Dekkan traps of lower India, which originally covered an area of 500,000 square miles, date from that time.
In places they have a thickness of 6,000 feet. Today, during the
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Himalayan revolution, there are at least 325 active volcanoes on earth
and many others which were active not long ago.
The relationships between revolutions and glacial climatic patterns
are among the more obvious lessons of the earth's history. Though
the earliest records are dim, it is certain that the first glaciation
occurred millions of years before the appearance of life on earth.
The revolution which closed the Archean era was accompanied by
glaciation in southern Australia and in the vicinity of the Great
Lakes of North America. A somewhat more recent, late-Algonkian,
glaciation is recorded in the rocks of Greenland, Norway, Scotland,
central and south Africa, India, China, and Australia.
The greatest of all glaciations occurred toward the end of the
Paleozoic, during the Ilercynian revolution. The records are very
clear. Most amazing is the fact that widespread glacial deposits
occur in tropical India. Boulders up to 15 feet in diameter are embedded in a matrix of poorly assoi'tcd rocks, angular and scratched
from having been ground during glacial traiisportation. At places
they rest on a polished rock floor as fresh and unaltered as if it were
of Quaternary age. Similar evidences of glaciation occur in Cape
Colony, Transvaal, Southwest Africa, Tongoland, Madagascar,
Tasmania, all parts of Australia including Queensland, Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Bolivia, England, France, Geamany, the Ural Mountains, Afghanistan, Alaska, and in Massachusetts near Boston.
The appearance of so many evidences of late Paleozoic glaciation
in tropical regions and in the Southern Hemisphere has aroused lively
controversy regarding the climatic conditions of the time. An
elaborate thesis of continental drift has been advanced by Koppen and
Wiigener (18), who visualize the glaciation as having actually taken
place in high latitudes of a southern continent which later split into
sevciral fragments and drifted toward the Equator, carjying th(^.
glacial deposits with them. This theory is attractive and has many
followers, but it has been chalh^nged sharply on the basis of coniJicting geologic evidence and the failure of its authors to suggest a
mechanism capable of causing the drift (4). It was advanced in a
somewhat legalistic manner, with great emphasis on such points as
seemed to fit the theory and a bland indifference to evidence against it.
It is probable that Joly (16) has suggested a better mechanism for
continental drift, but most geologists, especially in the United States,
regard the theory as being far from demonstrated.
Brooks (4) finds it unnecessary to adopt the idea of continental
drift to explain late Paleozoic glaciation in tropical regions. He has
reconstructed a paleogeography in which continental outlines and
relief features would permit such glaciation without violating accepted
principles of climatology. The whole question, however, is by ]io
means settled and promises to be an active rallying point for geologic
controversy for many years.
The ice age best known to us occurred during the Quaternar}^ and
has been accompanied by the glacial climatic patterns we are now
experiencing. Various waves of ice advance were interrupted by
interglacial stages of retreat, some of which may have been w^armer
and more prolonged than the one in w^hich we arc now living. During maximum advance the ice covered some 7 million square miles in
the Northern Hemisphere and 5 miUion in the Southern. Enough
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water had been evaporated out of the oceans and locked up as ice on
continents to lower general sea levels about 300 feet {1). That we
have not fully emerged from an ice age is evident from the fact that
coTnplete melting of the Greenland and Antarctic ice caps would
result in raising sea level another 100 to 160 feet.
Between the great ice-age revolutions which closed the Archean,
Algonkian, Paleozoic, and Quaternary eras there have been some
lesser times of crustal unrest, volcanic activity, and glaciation. The
most pronounced of these occurred during the mid-Paleozoic (Caledonian-Acadian revolution) and at the end of the Mesozoic (Cordilli^ran revolution). Still other evidences of glaciation are known from
the geologic record, but they were not widespread and are unimportant
in any general survey of paleoclimatology.
CLIMATIC CHANGES SINCE THE LAST
GLACIATION
The Recent and Pleistoceru* epochs, which together constitute the
Quaternary period, are abnormal from the standpoint of paleoclimatology, being a time of revolution and glaciation. The entire
history of the genus Ilomo, of which hving man is today's representative, has been confined to this pivriod. No true man has known from
personal expericTice the normal geologic climatic pattern. He has
always been extrc^mely conscious of weather changes, for he has
ill ways had to cope with conditions resulting from alternate swings of
the delicate balance, first toward advance and later toward retreat of
ice.
The Pleistocene ice age was a compound affair during which there
were four or five mairi stages of ice advance separated by important
stages of retreat and numerous lesser swings. Each time of ice
advance is called a glacial stage, and each time of retreat is called an
interglacial stage. It is an open question whether we are now
experiencing an interglacial stage or the actual ending of the whole
ice age. The weight of evidence suggests the former, but there is no
actual proof. It is certain that some of the interglacial stages of the
past have come closer to normal geological climates than that of
today, and it is also certain that some of them had greater duration
than the Recent epoch. Even during the Recent there has not been
a constant retreat in ice fronts. Some have made minor advances
within historic time.
During maximum ice advance practically all of North America was
covered north of a line extending from near New York City westward
along the Ohio and Missouri Rivers, swinging northward nearly to
the Canadian border in Montana and Idaho, and reaching the Pacific
near Puget Sound. Isolated ice caps covered parts of the Rockies,
the Sierra Nevada, and other high ranges.
The contrasts between landscapes formerly covered with ice and
those which escaped are striking. The great majority of all natural
lakes and ponds occur hi regions that had glaciers in the past (deglaciated regions). Irregular hills of gravel, boulders, and poorly
sorted debris cover large parts of the lowlands. Ice overdeepened
valleys in moimtains, polished rock surfaces, scoured lake basins, and
caLised many of our most spectacular waterfalls. The recognition of
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the existence of the Pk^istocerc ice age, the approximate extent of
land covc^red with ice, and the fact of its recency are all based upon
observations such as any intelligent layman can make and fully
understand.
The reconstruction of climates during times of maximum ice advance
is more difficidt and requires a,n intimate knowledge of several fields
of science. The detailed story of climatic changes during the several
advances and retreats of glaciers is so complete that it still bafH(\s
experts, it is not known whether the advance of ice was simultaneous
in both h(>misphej'es, or even whether the same nunibcj' of advances
occurred at similai* times in the western and eastern parts of the
United States, though it seems probable that such was the case.
Many of the major details of Pleistocene history appear inore
clearly in th(^. records of regions not at any time covered by ice than
in those of the deglaciated regions themselves. The climatic upset
accompanying maximum ice advance was sufficient to be felt in all
parts of the world. Even the Tropics, which throughout geologic
time have shared ouly to a minor degree íTI climatic changes, furnish
valuable clues concerning Pleistocene conditions.
From the Tropics, in fact, came one of the most significant facts
concerning glacial history.
Among the East and West Indies and in the tropical Pacific, tlie
Indian, and the tropical Atlantic Oceans are curious islands calh^l
atolls, consisting of corals and other marine organisms and having
the shape of rings broken at one or more points along the leeward
coast. Many atolls occur in places where surrounding oceans ar(>
deep, showing that they are perched upon islands of quite another
origin, because corals live only in shallow water and coiüd not have
established themselves on the ocean floor. Similar reefs form rings
around existing isla,nds. It is generally beheved that atolls were
originally friiiging reefs and that either the subsidence of islands or
a rise in sea level accounts for their present condition. Against the
first of these suggestions is the fact of widespread distribution. It
si^enis improbable that islands in all parts of tropical oceans wouhl
sink together. More probably the seas have risen. From this consideration came the recognition of the fact that each major glacial
advance caused a lowering of general sea hovels and each majo]" glacial
retreat caused a subsequent rise (1,6).
From the desert came additional information concerning Pleistocene
glacial history.
In the great arid region between the Wasatch Range of Utah and
thii Sierra Nevada of Cahfornia are many enclosed basins between a
complex of impressive mountain ranges. Lakes exist in some of
these basins today—among them Great Salt Lake, Winnemucca,
Pyramid, Walker, Tahoe, and others. Most of these lakes are low
today, and many of them are dry-floored, being known as playas;
conspicuous examples are Carson Sink, Black Rock Desert Playa, and
the Surprise Valley lakes. Similar lakes exist in the dry regions of
all other parts of the world. They have been called ''Nature's rain
gages,'' because heavier precipitation deepens their waters and diminished precipitation lowers them or even dries them up completely.
Beaches, peiched deltas, wave-cut cliffs, and other evidences of
high shore lines have long been known above the lakes of the arid
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West (13y 25). Buried layers of salt attest even more arid conditions
tlian occur today. The piecing together of such lines of evidence
reveals a complex history of alternation between arid and pluvial
(rainy) stages that have been identified as alternations between ice
advance and retreat.
The lakes of enclosed basins could not rise or fall without affecting
all streams entering them. Deltas and flood plains, formed while
waters were high, became perched terraces when w^aters were low.
Thus times of building of valley floors by deposition at high levels
were times of glacial advance, and glacial retreat witnessed the
intrenchment of such surfaces as water levels dropped.
Terraces are also formed along streams entering the seas, but the
iTiterpretation of them is quite the reverse of that of terraces in the
enclosed basins of the arid West. Sea levels were lowered not as the
result of diminished precipitation but because water evaporated from
oceans was being imprisoned as ice caps on continents. The pluvial
period of the arid regions was the low-level period for the seas. On
the other hand, the arid times of low waters in enclosed lakes witnessed
a return of glacial-melt water and rising seas. Terraces along streams
entering the sea thus represent interglacial stages, and those of streams
leading to enclosed lakes in arid climates represent glacial stages.
The number of major terraces or terrace levels abng streams entering the sea is universally four. The existing flood plains and deltas—
the Quaternary aJluvimn of the geologist—constitute a fifth level.
Tliis record indicates the probability of five major stages of glacial
advance, each a time of valley cutting as the sea level sank, followed by
five major stages of retreat, each a time of valley fiUing as the sea level
rose. This terrace record occurs aroimd the Mediterranean Sea,
along the Atlantic seaboard of Europe and Africa {9), around the
Black Sea {19), along the Gulf coast of the United States {12), and
elsewhere. The tilting of land surfaces during the Quaternary has
resulted in the preservation of hidividual terraces, so that they are
quite easily recognized.
Different terrace tilts along the Gulf coast indicate longer intervals
between the first three than the last two glacial stages. Similar
evidence comes from the study of fossils, soils developed on glacial
deposits, and the chemical decomposition of weathered rock.
While today's climates are glacial rather than normal from the
geologic standpoint, it must be recognized that the Recent epoch of
the geologist is a time of waning glaciation, rising seas, and return
toward normal climatic patterns. The general trend has been fairly
uniform for several thousand years, but interruptions have occurred,
and short reversals in trend can be demonstrated.
EVIDENCE OF CHANGE DURING POST-GLACIAL TIMES

Types of Climatic Evidence
From the standpoint of types of evidence there are four kinds of
climatology:
(1) Geologic climatology, or true paleoclimatology, is based on
evidence from rocks. The period of time to which this kind of
cUmatology is appHed extends from the oldest pre-Cambrian to a
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somewhat iniccrtahi date in the Quaternary, a date wliich is behij};
pushed fartlier back as geologists succeed in deciphering the record.
The discussion so far lias been concerned almost wholly with geologic
climatology. Its iiuim conclusion is that normal climates have
characterized most of earth history, being interrupted now and then
by glacial conditions.
^ (2) Gcochronologic climatology covers a period from near the start
of the Recent epoch to the appearance of historic records. It begins
earliest in cej-tain favored localities and ends soonest where man first
estabhshed the habit of documentation. It differs from geologic
climatology in that its evcTits can be identified as to year, pi-ocisely in
some cases, roughly in most. It is confined chiefly to a time w^iich has
witnessed amelioration of maximum glacial conditions and is very
interesting from the standpoint of fluctuations, or possible cyclic
changes.
(3) Documental climatology is based upon, written records. Its
methods, in general, may first be applied in Asia Minor, Egypt, and
Mediterranean lands several centuries before the advent of the
Christian Era. In remote parts of the earth it is even now only
gradual^ being ]'ep]a,(;ed. The chief value of documental climatology
lies in its hidications of possible cyclic changes.
(4) InstrumcTital climatology, the precise, modern science based
upoTi. actual measured observations, dates only from the middle of the
nineteenth century. The thermometer and barometei' were invented
two centuries earlier, but systematic observations were not taken.
The earliest rainfall record, in the modern sense, started at Padua,
northern Italy, in 1725. Sunspots have been recorded since 1749.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century there were only 5 places
in the united States and 12 in Europe where worth-while observations
were being taken. The Challenger Expedition, 1872-76, brought back
the first significant observatioTis taken at sea. Even today the
climatologist finds data too meager for satisfactory conclusions in
nearly all parts of the world.
Varves
The longest and most satisfactory gcochronology is based upon
animal layers of clay and silt deposited in quiet waters sul)ject to
freezing duriTig winter and thawing in summer. In a frozen lake the
only material being deposited on the bottom is very ñim (day held in
suspension by the water. Surface ice prevents new material from
entering. The lay(>r formed under such conditions is thin and is
composed of materials so fine that several months may have been
required for indivichial particles to settle a few feet. Thaw brings hi
fi'csh watíír and new sediment. If inflowÍ7ig waters are rapid this
sediment may be quite coarse. The lake bottom then receives a
thick hiyQV, ordinarily of much coarser material than that deposited
in. winter. Each annual di^posit of this kind is called a varve. It has
a tliick summer zojic a.Jid a thin wintcvt* zone. By (îountiiig varves one
is able to exteiid investigations ba(*k y(>ar l)y year. This idea originated in th(^ mÍ7id of Gerai'd De Geer ni. 1878 (8), was first pubhshed
by him in. 1882, was demonstratííd before the Geological Society of
Stockholm in 1884, and was applied on a lar'gi^. scale as the result of
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oxtcrisivc studies starting m 1904. Since then maTiy workers have
used it; notable among them have been Sauninio, Sayles, and Antevs.
Varves are studied by methods similar to the stratigraphie correJation of the geologist. No one place has a complete record, so conclusions have to be based on evidence extended from one locahty to the
next. Since few individual varves extend more than a few nnles,
their time identifi(*ation depejids upon technicpies othiir than following
individual layers from place to place.
One of the simplest methods used in coiTclation of varves depcíTids
u])on the fact that they are variable in tlnckness. No tw^o sucííessive
years are likely to leave exactly the same amount of deposit on a lake
floor. Patient measurement of the thickness of each v^arvcî in a s(i([uence can be plotted on a scale that exaggerates thickness. A similar* record from another secpiiînce might match the first record, oi'
it might disagree in some or all respects. Suppose, for example, that
several varves in one place could be expressed by such thicknessiis as
3, 8, o, 8, 15, 4, in sequence, and that from some other place the record
contains the seciuence o, 8, 15, 4, 7, 7, 11 ; it is reasonable to suppose
that there is an actual overlapping of records in the years 5, 8, 15, 4.
The second record (extends information slightly in a dh'oction opposite
to the first 2 years of the first record. This is essentially the method
by which varves have been patiently measured across Scandinavia,
parts of the United States, and in various other parts of the earth.
Of course, the example given above is highly simplified. Actual
records from a single place often contain hundreds or thousands of
varves, and the overlapping between near})y exposures often includes
half or more of each record. Then, too, the best modern techniques
do not depend entirely on varve thickness. Some investigators prefer
to use such things as the ratio between the thicknesses of summer and
winter zones. The significant thing is that each varve represents a
single year and that a geochronology has been based upon varve
evidence.
Varve geochronology has been tied into our own chronology as the
result of a YCä'J fortunate event. Lakiî Ragunda, in Sweden, was
totally drained in the year 1796, and thus the date of its uppei*most
varve is definitely known. Below are 1,100 beautifully preserved
varves. This record was correlated with those of nearby localities,
and eventually a geochronology was developed that covei'cd nearly
all of Scandinavia. The matching of tliis record with that of varves
in the United States is not as yet thoroughly established.
As the formation of varves requires annual freezing and thawing
they cannot exist under glaciers. They start to form only after ice
has retreated. The oldest varves in Scandinavia are thus found in the
extreme south, and the appearance of younger varves northward
jnakes it possible to follow the retreat of the ic(> front on practically
a year-to-year basis. About 13,700 years are represcTited in the
Scandinavian records (7). Similar studies elsewhere will drive the
varve geochronology back through nnniy additional centuries.
Tree Rings
A second type of geochronology is based on the amount of wood
added as tree I'ings each year. Records of this khid extend back only
298737°
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about 3,000 years in living* trees, but careful research may add another
thousand or so.
Tree-ring studies were first undei'taken in the plateaus of Arizona
by A. E. Douglass (10), who demonstrated a close relationship between
aniuial rainfall and the widths of rings in j^ellow pine trees. Ellsworth
Huntington (Ï5) extended investigations to the big tree of California
(Sequoia gigantea), a specially desirable species for study because of its
phenomenal longevity. Antevs and others have refined techniques
in more recent studies. By a method very similar to that used for
varve correlation, Douglass and others have studied wood preserved
in the pueblos of the Southwest and have thus extended their chronology beyond the lives of any trees whose stumps remain standing (11).
On the w^hole, liowever, the climatic generalizations based on North
American tree rings have not been driven back as far as documental
evidence in the eastern Mediterranean. The identification of individual years marked by climatic peculiarities in many cases appears
to be more precisely determined through tree rings than by means of
documental evidence.
Other Evidences of Climatic Change
Less certainly dated than the years represi^nted by varves or tree
rings are conclusions as to climate depending on other types of
geochronological evidence.
The succession of plant types in peat shows that ^'there have been
several climatic waves SíTICC the last glacial period, each of relatively
long duration'' (5). A period of some 30,000 to 35,000 years is included in this generalization. In the British Isles climatic changes
based on peat studies carry back to about 11,000 B. C. and have been
correlated with stages in the cultural development of man (26).
Quaternary animal remains yield a similar story. The bones of
arctic land mammals far south of the limits of present-day distribution
are r(*garded as evidence of colder conditions than those now^ existing.
The presence of the bones of certain steppe and desert animals in
western Europe indicates drier conditions in the past. Many marine
aîiimals of lower orders are extremely sensitive to temperature change
and their migrations along coasts yield interesting source material
for the historian of the Quaternary period.
Man's history is practically coincident with the Quaternary. He
left little trace of his presence in the early part of this period, but his
records become relatively rich as time advances. At one time he was
restricted to caves in the Alps above the highest evidences of ice in
valleys, suggesting his presence during a time of intense glaciation.
Artifacts (tools and weapons) incorporated in moraines of England
and elsewhere yield a story of migrations conditioned by various
advances and retreats in the ice front (28).
Many of the most significant predocumental records of man from
the standpoint of climatic change are concerned with variations in the
depths of lakes on the shores of which he built dwellings. About 2,400
B. C. the lakes of central Europe stood well below today's levels, and
an earty Neolithic people built homes in the marshes around them.
A period of increased precipitation caused a *'high-w^ater catastrophy,"
when floods destroyed many of the dwelUngs. By the end of the
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bronze age, about 1,000 B. C, the lakes reached a second low stage,
pci-mitthig an advance of dwellings and agriculture into lands now^ too
moist for such purposes. European climates were wai-ni enougfi at
that time to permit the growling of crops high in the mountains, in
places now glaciated. A new period of flooding, starting about 850
B. C, drove the people to drier and warmer localities. Similar histoi'ies have been traced for dwellers around lakes in northern Africa
and the enclosed lakes of western and central Asia (4).
The blending of geochronologic and documental evidence of climatic
change occupies a long transitional period. The foreshadowing of the
documental stage appeared first in western Asia about 7,000 years ago.
In such places as Tasmania, much of North and South America, and
much of northern Asia the documeiital stag(^ had not been reached at
the tune of their discovery by w^estern Europeans.
An excellent example of transition between geochronologic and
documental methods of climatic research is cited by Brooks ß), with.
reference to the alternate settlement and abandonment of Anau, in
noi'thern Persia. Evidence first appears in the foi'm of ai'tifacts,
later as historical docunnrnts. Estimates of time during the early
part of the record are based on the thickness of sedimentary deposits
between various cultural horizons, but later they become matters of
actual chroTiology. As Anau is on the ai*id margin today and agriculture is just barety successful, each abandonment is regarded as
the result of increased aridity and each reoccupation, as the sign of
increased precipitation. This conclusion is strengthened by geologic
interpretations of the deposits, archéologie interpretation of culture
habits, and the negative evidence of the absence of indications of
conquest, diseases, or other noncilimatic causes of migration. Stated
briefly, the record shows an occupation of Anau about 9,000 B. C,
again in 6,000 B. C, again in 5,200 B. C; a short abandonment about
3,000 B. C.; complete abandonment in 2,200 B. C. not only of Anau
but of a large adjacent territory as well; and a final reoccupation about
750 B. C.
■
Documental climatology ordinarily deals with manuscripts written
for pio'poses other than climatic description, llesearch in this field
often means going through hundreds or thousands of pages to glean
a single pertinent observation. Interpretations are often risky.
About 438 B. C, for example, Herodotus happened to mention the
shape of the Caspian Sea in such a way as to imply a length about six
times its width. Huntington (14) has investigated the configuration
of the land and finds that this would be the case if the water level
were loO feet higher than it is now. This suggests that precipitation
was then much greater.
Many workers have used statistical methods in documental climatology. Manuscripts have been scanned for mere mention of
drought, floods, rainless years, and so on, and climatic curves have
been constructed on the basis of the frequency of such, observations
per century. Some documents are quite to the point. Recor-ds of
water level in the Nile are almost continuous between A. D. 641 and
1480. Flood stages alone have been recorded for most years between
1480 and 1830. Records of grape yields, success and failure of wdieat
and other cereals, migrations of man to less arid regions, etc., all help
in reconstructing climatic history.
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Wlí4T THE RKCORDS SHOVV

Gooclironological climalolo^y (k^iiiotivSlmtos M gr-íidual amolionitioíi,
or lessening, of extreme giacial concUtions during the Recent epocli
and sheds much Rght on the major oscillations which, have at times
OP])OS(H] and at other times accelerat(HÍ the general trend. Its conclusions are dated only in relative terms toward the beginmng, but
become fixed as to year as tlu^ record progT(*sses.
The climatic pattern of tlie líist major giacial advance is the real
stiirting point from whicli amelioration proceeded; hence a brief
sunnnaiy of those conditions is now in order. The discussion will
be confined to the Noilhern Hemisphere, where records are most
complet(^ly known. It must always be borne in mind that the Southern
Hemisphere approaches l)eing a reverse or mirror image of the
Northern, with important modifications resulting from more widespread development of oceans south of the Equator.
Along the borders of the ice cap there was a strip of tundra, just
as now, but in Europe it extended as far south as northern Spain.
The evidence is that of arctic plants in peat and the remains of such
animals as the arctic fox, reindeer, musk ox, and arctic lemming (a
small rodent). A similar belt in North America has been demonstrated by the finding of such animals as the musk ox in Indiana,
Illinois, West Virginia, Missouri, and Iowa and reindeer in New
Jersey, Connecticut, and Vermont.
Between tundra and true forest climates in Europe was a zone of
cold steppe similar in many ways to the treeless plains of southern
Siberia today. Here lived the dry-climate jerboa (a jumping rodent),
red suslik (a ground squirrel), steppe marmot (related to the woodchuck), and saiga antelope. This zone appears to have been narrower
in North America, where forests approached ice margins more closely
as they do today in parts of Alaska and particularly in New Zealand,
where luxuriant tree ferns and other plants of tropical aspect almost
reach the ice itself. The contrast between European and American
steppe climates is readily explained by the difl'erence in trends of
mountain systems.
True deserts were more limit(^d in extent than now, partly as the
result of greater precipitation but chiefly because lower temperatures
reduced the evaporation rates. They were somewhat farther south
where topography permitted.
Forest climates in Europe were split into two groups, one confined
to narrow strips along the Atlantic seaboard and the other in the
highlands toward the southeast. Glaciation so upset pre-Quarternary
conditions that most of the'Tertiary flora vanished, and Europe today
is poor in plant species. The ice crowded plants against mountain
ranges they could not cross. In North America the open belt of land
south of the ic(^ permitted southward migration of plants, and they
again moved northward as the ice retreated. Many plants have
remained behind as disjuncts or relics of ice-age distribution.
Tropical climates were somewhat cooler during glacial maxima.
The glaciers on Mount Kenya, 8 miles south of the Equator, are now
confined to elc^vations in (>xcèss of 1,5,000 f(H>t. During the Pleistocene
they extended down to 10,000 feet. A similar record exists in Mexico.
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Tho glaciers on Popocatopotl camo down about 4,725 feet below
present levels and those on Ixtacciluiatl, 3,860 feet.
Recession, of glacic^rs shifted climatic belts tow^ard existing positions
{1, 23). As land formc^rly covered with ice was exposed, tundra
vegetation was established upon it, steppes expanded in continental
inti^riors, deserts grew" in size and shifted northward. Forc^sts foUoAved
in the path of migrating tundras both northward and upward into
mountains as temperatures ameliorated.
It is thought that the last general recession of continental glaciers
began about 30,000 to 40,000 years ago. Varves in North America
account for some 28,000 years, but the record is incomplete and has
not been tied into the European geochronology. From a climatic
standpoint it is convenient to consider this epoch of retreat, the Recent
of the geologist, in four parts, differentiated chiefly on the basis of
evidence: (1) From about 30,000 to 40,000 years ago to about 12,000
B. C, a time of glacial recession, with halts and minor advances
indicated by varves and types of evidence that are essentially geologic;
(2) from 12,000 to 120 B. C., a time when the record is fairly clear with
respect to minor climatic oscillations, the evidence being essentially
archéologie or paléontologie and the dating depending chiefly on
varves; (3) from 120 B. C. to the middle of the ninetecinth century,
with documental evidence of climatic swings; and (4) since the middle
of the nineteenth century, the instrumental period, with precise data.
The major events during ice retreat do not coincide wnth these periods.
In northwestern Europe the Arctic period, characterized by extreme
glacial climates, gradually passed into the Subarctic po^riod in about
12,000 B. C. A Baltic ice lake, w^hich did not communicate with the
Atlantic Ocean, w^as then established along the southern and eastc^rn
fringe of the melting ice. Accelerated melting occurred in about
8,000 B. C, and the ice retreated far enough northward to permit the
entrance of saline Atlantic waters into the Baltic, and a cold-w^ater
Yoldia fauna (a group of shelled animals, the most common of which
was Yoldia árctica, which today lives only in waters at least as cold
as 32*^ F.) was established. The lands of central Europe then (experienced a northern (Boreal) chmatic period, the diminishing intensity
of which permitted northward migration of forests. After some complications in Baltic history, which are chiefly of geologic interest and
need not concern us here, in about the year 5,000 B. C. the Baltic
became warm enough to support types of life that demand temperatures w^armor than those of toda3^ Geologists speak of this time as
the Littorina period, naming it after one of the dominant species of
snails living in the Baltic at that time. Men living in western Europe
were making kitchen middens, or refuse heaps, w^iich are now being
excavated for the purpose of examining their culture, a stage called
Epipaleolithic. From the climatic standpoint, warm and moist
conditions lasted from about 5,000 to 3,000 B. C, and the time is called
the Atlantic period. Tcemperatures were high enough so that all
small mountain glaciers of the Alps and the present United States
disappeared completely (-^JÍ).
The Atlantic period was followed, about 2,000 B. C, by the dry
and warm Subboreal period, which lasted well over a thousand years.
Men were leaving curious piles of rock—dolmens—in western Europe
and practicing mass burials of their dead. Others, the '4ake dw^ellers,^'
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were building houses in marshy places which later became lakes.
The cultural stage was Neolithic in western Europe. Some lines of
evidence lead us to believe that the actual minimum in precipitation
occurred in about 2,200-2,000 B. C, but there was also very dry
weather centering about 1,000 B.C. In all probabiUty there were
two times of extreme dryness separated by a short period of intense
rainfall, for it has been established that the lake villages in Switzerland
were destroyed by flood in 1,275 B. C.
Subboreal times were followed by increasing rainfall and cooler
weather in western Europe, during a period known as Subatlantic,
which reached typical development between 850 and 300 B. C.
Bronze and iron ages were blended into historic times. The Hallstat
and La Tène cultures of central Europe characterize most of the
period. From peat bogs of Subatlantic times come not only a rich
record of human events but also a detailed botanical record of sequential climatic changes.
The climatic history just sketched is quite definite for western and
central Eiu-ope. Was it universal? Instrumental records from
recent decades plainly t(41 us that many extreme departures from
normal conditions at one place have little or no expression elsewhere.
On the other hand, certain sympathetic swings seem to be related
even though appearing in observations as widely spaced as different
continents or hemispheres. Unfortunately we know less about the
geochronologic period in other continents than Europe. The record
from western Asia is in rather close agreement as far as it is known.
Anau was occupied during the wet period of about 5,000 B.C. Drought
occurred there in about 2,000 B. C, during the European Subboreal
period. Western Asia was again wet during the moist Subatlantic
period of Europe. About 400 B. C. a precipitation maximum is
indicated in North America, Africa, western Asia, and Europe. All
of these places record very dry conditions about A. D. 700. There is
thus considerable evidence in favor of world-wide climatic swings.
On the other hand, the records indicate some notable exceptions,
particularly between European and Chinese precipitation (4).
The documental period of European climatic history indicates
many swings in climatic conditions. During the first century after
Christ precipitation conditions over Europe and southwestern Asia
appear to have closely resembled those of today. This fact has been
widely used as an argument against climatic change. The evidence
is strong, however, that considerable variability has occurred during
the interval. Advocates of climatic stability who use first-century
Vb'. twentieth-century comparisons have no stronger case than would
a person who might visit Duluth each January and advocate a theory
that average annual temperatures there are below freezing.
From about A. D. 180 to 350 Europe experienced a wet period.
The fifth century was dry in Europe and western Asia and apparently
also in North America. Many of the lakes in the western United
States appear to have dried out completely. Europe was both warm
and dry in the seventh century. Glaciers retreated to such an extent
that a heavy traffic used Alpine passes now closed by ice. Tree rings
in the western United States indicate minimum precipitation at this
time. Nile floods were low until about A. D. 1000.
The beginning of the ninth century brought heavier precipitation
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to Europe. The levels of lakes rose, and people living around thi>ir
borders were pushed upslope. Documental evidence from southwestern Asia and American tree rings give similar testimony. Warm,
dry conditions returned during the tenth and (Jeventh centm-ies.
This was a time of great exploratory activity among northwestern
Europeans. The Arctic ice cap may have" disappeared entir(>Iy.
In any event the logs of Greenland voyagers show^ routes of travel
where they would now be impossible because of ice floes. Greenland
w^as settled in 984 and abandoned about 1410 {22). During the
(eleventh and twelfth centuries it was in rather close touch with
Iceland and Europe, even to the point of having its own bishop.
The decline of the colony w^as due to unsatisfactory conditions both
in Greenland and in northw^estern Europe. The first half of the
thirteenth century was a period of great storminess, as show^n by
docmnents (¡(^scribing conditions on the North Sea. The early
fourteenth century was unusually cold and snowy in Iceland and
Denmark. America, too, experienced cold and wet weather during
this general period. The Aztecs settled Mexico in 1325, when lakes
stood at levels higher than today's levels. Drought and lower levels
follow^ed, but in looO lakes again reached high stages.
The early seventeenth century in Europe was particularly w^et.
Alpine glaciers extended far down valleys, and northern Italy siiflered
from disastrous floods. Glaciers retreated between 1640 and 1770
and then advanced until the middle of the nineteenth century. Since
then they have retreated back to sixteenth-century positions (21).
This appears to be a world-wide condition and suggests that the last
century has had higher summer temperatures than the eighteenth
century just preceding.
R4TE OF

CHANGE OF CLIMATE

Long-Time Trends^ Short-Time FlucLaations
^ One normally considers that a flea and an elephant differ greatly in
size. In relation to the sun, however, the difi'erence is inconsequential. To a geologist a long-time trend in climatic change might occupy
a million years or so. To a climatologist, especially one who is dealing with the instrumental period, a long-time trend might be a matter
of half a century to several centuries. Short-time fluctuations would
involve only a small numb(M' of years.
The time during which instrumental obsei'vations have been made
in sufficient quantity and under well enough standardized conditions
to permit comparative studies has been so short that climatologists
have been severely handicapped in their attempts to find systematic
changes in weather conditions. Precise studies can do little more than
call attention to short-time fluctuations. Our surest long-time trends
are estabhshed so far on documental evidence.
A hst of more than 50 ^'climatic cycles," varying in length from a few
days to nearly 2 centuries, has been compiled by Mascart {20). Each
man who has proposed one or more of these cycles has become convinced that he has found a particular rhythm in which climatic conditions have changi^l from a minimum, through a maximum, and back
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to the minimum observatioiial valvio. It may be possible that tluM'e
is true signific.ance in some of these cycles, but it is also apparent that
the climatic experience resulting from various combinations of cycleíi
is indeed complex.
Though firm advocates of climatic cycles will sharply disaguee, sucli
facts as we possess today neither definitely demonstrate nor disprove^
the existence of any real cycle. Such climatic variability as has
bi^en observed may be explained as resulting wholly from random
ikictuations.
Climalic Variations Fram Year to Year
While the changes in climate over such long ranges of time as
geologic epochs or periods are ])rimarily of practical interest only to
students of earth history, and such variations as occur during decades
are of practical utility only in such fields as long-range economic or
cultural planning, the ordinary citizen, especially if he is concerned
with agriculture, finds his interests chiefly centered about the question of variation from one year to the next. The problems of longrange forecasting are discussed elsewhere in this volume. Here it
need be stated only that new concepts are arising continually in the
minds of climatologists and that their testing in the light of increasingly valuable instrumental observation is gradually building a secure
footing for the complete understanding of the causes and nature of
climatic variations from year to year.
SOME THEORIES OF CLIMATIC CHANGE
CLIMATE AND CHANGES IN THE EARTH'S SURFACE

The close relationship shown in the geologic record between times of revolution
and glacial climatic patterns leaves slight room for doubt that crustal unrest is
respoTisible for the major breaks in the continuit\^ of normal geologic climates.
At times of revolution continents are most extensive, and their topography is
most complex and has greatest relief. These factors make for increased tèm])eratare ranges between opposite seasons, increased pressure ranges both between
seasons and from place to place, higher wind velocities, and numerous other
changes in weather conditions, all of which in turn make for climatic complexity.
The fact that glacial de})osits are almost wholly restricted to the formations
originating at times of revolution strongly favors the idea of a cause-and-effect
relationship. Most salt layers, the greatest deposits of coarse sediment, and the
most extensive deposits of nonmarine sediment also come from these times of
crustal unrest. Volcanic activity is most pronounced at such times (.^7).
In sharp contrast to the glacial climatic patterns of revolutions is the moderate,
uniform, subdued-zonal, ''normal" climatic pattern of the long intervals of
geologic quiet. These were times of reduced continental area, low relief, diminished volcanic activity, and crustal rest.
No widely accepted theory explains the underlying cause of more or less periodic
geologic revolutions. Their occurrence is widely accepted as geologic fact.
Their cUmatic relationships appear to be well established. Their causes may be
regarded as matters for the future to decide.^
^ Possibly the most attractive theory today relates tiiem to contrasts hetwccu the escape of heat generated
by radioactive substances under conductive versus convective conditions. The earth's radius mifiht
lengthen slowly—that is, the earth might expand in size—during long intervals in which the crust and
subcrust gained radioactive heat more rapidly than conduction dissipated it. Eventually a time would
come when an important zone would liciuefy, causing rapid exijansion and geologic revolution. A relatively
ra{)id lieat loss by convection through the liquefied portion would permit crustal arid subcrustal cooling,
the shortening of earth radii (contraction of the earth), a return to solidity, and origiaal conductive conditions (16).
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POSSIBLE ASTRONOMIC EFFECTS ON CLIMATE

Several theories of climatic change based on causes not related to the earth's
crust or atmosphere are, or have been, held in widespread popular esteem. The
more significant will be sketched here.
The annual revolution of the earth around the sun takes place in, a plane called
the ecliptic. The axis of the earth is inclined toward this plane at an angle of
about 23°27'3". This inclination of the earth's axis is the principal cause of
.seasons. It is resi:>onsible for the differing lengths of night and day experienced
in various latitudes, causes seasonal shifting of wind belts, and in. other ways
materially affects climatic distribution. If the axis were exactly at right angles
to the ecliptic, days and nights would always have the same length in all latitudes.
This would keep winter days from being shorter and reduce cold in higher
latitudes.
Jt is thoroughly established that the angle between the axis and the ecliptic
is not constant. It will reach a minimum of about 22°30' some 9,600 years
from now. Arguments that climatic changes result from this cause are sound
enough in quality but are not impressive from the quantitative standpoint. The
variation is altogether too small to account for contrasts indicated by the geologic
record. The cycle recurs too often to explain the small number of glacial climatic
experiences since the beginning of the Paleozoic era. It may contribute to certain
cycles "long range'' in terms of nongeologic climatology.
Another astronomic fact is that the axis of the earth does not always î)oint aj)proximately toward the North Star. Tins means that existing conditions whereby
the earth's nearest approach to the sun (the perihelion) occurs only a few days
after the shortest day of the northern winter (winter solstice) will gradually change
to an opposite extreme in which the earth will be closest to the sun in northern
midsummer. This cycle occurs each 20,000 years and is called the precession of
the equinoxes. Northern Hemisphere seasonal contrasts should be somewhat
intensified as the perihelion approaches the summer solstice. This effect also
may contribute to "long-range" cycles in nongeologic climatology.
There are catastrophic possibilities in astronomic speculation. Many believe
that the earth originated from the i^assage of some great star so close to the suii
that long filaments of solar material were drawn out as tides. These filaments
broke into several fragments which solidified and became planets, with rotations
and revolutions resulting from the original speed of the passing star. I^esser
gravitational disturbances originating outside the planetary system could conceivably jolt the earth now and then so as to upset the direction of its axis or the
relative positions of continents and bring about catastrophic climatic changes.
However, the geologic record contains no evidence that this has ever happeried.
The sun is a variable star. This naeans that the amount of radiant energy it
emits changes from time to time. Some of the shorter periods of change have
been consiclered to be cyclic, but instrumental observations extend back for only
a few decades. Changes in solar radiation have been related to the numbers,
positions, and polarity of sunspots. The relation between sunspots and terrestrial magnetism is very close, but no conclusive evidence indicates any simple
climatic relationships. Our knowledge on this subject is increasing from year to
year. The possibilities of long-range forecasting on the basis of sunspot cycles
are being investigated seriously by students in various parts of the earth.
Whether variations in the sun's radiant energy could cause such contrasts as
exist between glacial and normal geologic climates is unknown. Against the idea
is the close correlation between glacial conditions and crustal revolutions. If the
sun is the underlying cause, some mecham'sm whereby revolutions and increased
volcanic activity result from varying amounts of radiant energy must be found.
CLIMATE AND CHANGES IN THE ATMOSPHERE

One of the most popular explanations of glacial climates relates them to changes
in the earth's atmosphere. The ability of the sun's radiant energy to travel from
the outer limits of the atmosphere to the earth's surface may change with changes
in the atmosphere itself; on a clear day the coefficient is higher than on a day with
a heavy cloud layer. Such variations might produce results similar to those
caused by variations in the emission of radiant energy by the sun itself. It is unfortunate that much fallacious argument has been advanced along these lines and
that many of the ideas advocated fail to consider all consequences of the conditions
postulated.
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If the atmosphere had a j:)erpetual cloud layer, a great deal of solar radiation
would be reflected back to space, and consequently the amount of energy available
to the earth's surface in the form of heat would be diminished. A cloud blanket,
however, would also cut off a good deal of terrestrial radiation, tending to conserve such heat as might exist beneath it. Temperature ranges between dav
and night, one season and another, and higher and lower latitudes would be
reduced. Arguments as to whether the loss in the sun's heat reaching the surface (insolation) exceeds the energy value of heat trapped by a cloud layer are
of interest only if it can be demonstrated that such a layer is a possibility. The
ascent of air to form cloud in one place must be matched by descent elsewhere.
Rotation and equatorial heating are bound to produce an atniospheric circulation
in which definite belts of descending air occur. The cloud blanket would be
broken at all places where air descends, and it would also be punctured as the
result of topographic irregularity such as exists on earth today. An extensive,
though not world-wide, cloud blanket could best form over an earth of small continents having subdued relief. Tendencies in this direction are most readily
realized during normal geologic periods and might have contributed to the
minor zonal differences characteristic of normal climatic patterns. They may
be regarded as impossible of realization over the earth today or at any other time
of geologic revolution. As far as the contrast between nornial and glacial climatic
patterns is concerned, we may regard crustal stability as the true cause of contrasts, cloud layering as a possible conditioning factor.
Much has been written about varying amounts of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere as a possible cause of glacial periods. The theory received a fatal blow
when it was realized that carbon dioxide is very selective as to the wave lengths
of radiant energj' it will absorb, filtering out only such waves as even very minute
quantities of water vapor dispose of anyway. No probable increase in atmospheric
carbon dioxide could materially affect either the amount of insolation reaching the
surface or the amount of terrestrial radiation lost to space.
Large amounts of volanic dust in the atmosphere have also been considered as
a possible cause of glacial climates. Lowered temperatures have followed great
dust-producing volcanic explosions during the period of instrumental observation. Volcanoes have been particularly active during times of glacial climate.
It seems most reasonable, however, to relate both the volcanic activitv and the
climate to crustal unrest and to regard the former more in the light of a modifying
influence than as the underlying cause of the latter.
VARIATIONS IN THE EARTH'S HEAT

There is a slow radiation into the atmosphere of heat that slowly escapes from
the earth's interior. It has been suggested that variations in the'rate of escape
could produce changes in climates. The rate of escape, however, is too slow to
have an appreciable effect upon such things as daily or seasonal temperature
ranges today. These are controlled by solar rather than by terrestrial energy.
A possibility exists that cyclic variations in the rates of escape of the earth's
heat have occurred during the course of geologic time (16). If such is the case,
they have followed the general history of normal versus revolutionarv conditions!
The idea is highly speculative, and at most such changes have acted only as
conditions modifying climatic patterns determined by crustal behavior.

CLIMATE AND MAN
The world pattern of climates today depends primarily upon
definite facts of atmospheric behavior related to surface conditions
such as the relative proportion of oceanic cover, shapes and sizes of
continents, their positions with reference to the Poles and Equator,
and the distribution of plains, plateaus, and mountains upon land
surfaces. The world pattern during any part of the geologic past
was, in general, related to exactly the same phenomena. Many of
the facts of atmospheric behavior have remained practically constant
throughout geologic time. The amount of atmosphere has not
changed appreciably nor has its average temperature, viscosity, com-
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position, or other significant physical property. The speed and
direction of the earth's rotation, the rate of escape of heat from the
earth's interior, the amount of solar radiation received by the earth,
and similar fundamental climatic factors have either remained constant or varied by only inconsequential amounts. The most variable^
factors affecting climate have been those relating to continental sizes
and elevations. It is thus reasonable to regard these as the most
probable causes of such climatic change as is indicated by geological
evidence. This conclusion finds strong support in numerous divergent,
but not wholly unrelated, fields of geological investigation.
For reasons that are today unknown, the earth has experienced
several relatively brief periods of crustal unrest, each of which has
been accompanied by evidences of glaciation in various parts of the
earth's surface and by intense aridity in other parts. Between these
revolutionary periods have been vastly longer intervals of quiet and
climatic monotony. Such is the general outline of climatic history of
geological proportions.
Man appeared on the scene during a revolutionary period and has
experienced glacial climates. In the geologically recent portion of
his experience, during which he has progressed through a cultui-al
development which has culminated in such scientific advances as the
introduction of modern instrumental observation, he has witnessed a
slow, and possibly permanent, amelioration of extreme glacial climates, but he has at no time experienced the normal climate indicated
by most of the geologic record.
Man has observed that climatic conditions fluctuate rather widely
from time to time at a given place, and in seeking to understand such
natural phenomena he has been tempted to explain such fluctuations
on the basis of recurring cycles. As yet, however, no definite proof
has been advanced to contradict the opinion that all such relatively
short-term climatic changes are nothing more than mattej*s of
chance. The world pattern of climates today is the product of
climatic variations, not the expression of recurring mean, or normal,
conditions. The extent of desert climate will not be the same next
year as this. The humid margin of the desert is the product of an
ever-changing distribution of extreme aridity. The time may come
when such changes will be well enough understood to be of definite
forecast and economic value, but it is likely that such information
will be the fruit of long-continued and patient research.
Interest in changes of geologic proportions will remain intellectual.
There is satisfaction in learning the secrets of earth history, even
though oin* investigations are based almost entirely upon evidence
that accumulated long before the appearance of man on the earthly
scene and all forecasts relate to a time when he may no longer be
present to verify or contradict them.
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